Self-Help Guide

Drupal Lite 7: Administer a Drupal Lite Website

Build and manage a Drupal Lite website using the advanced tools associated with the Administrator role: Content Types, Taxonomy & Views.

Request & Configure

Drupal Lite Overview

About Drupal Lite

Website Solution Selection Guide
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Configure Your Website
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**Implement Good Practices**

**Accessibility**

About Accessibility
http://accessibility.umn.edu/your-role-accessibility

Web Accessibility: Issues and Techniques
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**Customize**

**Find Content (Pages and Files)**

**Find and Edit Content**
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**Work With Your Site's Menu**

**Work with Menus**

Manage the Navigation Menu
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Rearrange Menu Items
Work With Content Templates & Layouts

Create a New Content Template (aka Content Type)

Create a New Content Type
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Work with Content Templates (aka Content Types)
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Use Panel Choice to Create Variants of Content types

Create Panel Choice for a Content Type
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Add More Organization to Your Site
Create a New Set of Tags (aka Vocabulary)

Create a New Set of Tags (aka Vocabulary)
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Work with Your Site's Tags (aka Vocabulary)
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Add More Automation to Your Site

Create a New Automated List (with the Views Module)

Create a New Automated List (aka View)
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Add Automated Lists to Your Site with the Views Module

Add new criteria to an existing automated list (aka View)
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Manage a Site

Work with Users

Manage People

Drupal Lite User Roles
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Drupal Concepts and Glossary

Concepts

Drupal Lite Page Construction
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